Next Card
After the three Rounds have been completed
by both teams, mark the scores then flip over
the sheet to show the next pair of pages.

Assembly before play
“01”

Increasing your score

Score peg

1. Arrange all the pages in
a single stack with their
numbered sides upwards,
in order and with page
“01” on top.

2. Now add the plastic
cover panels - one on
top of the stack and
one below, enclosing
the paper sheets.

holes

For fairness, the team answering questions first
should swap over with every turn of a sheet.

The first team to reach or exceed the agreed
target score WINS.

3. Align the holes in the stack
and cover panels, and
thread the rings through.

4. Clip the four rings shut
by flexing them slightly.

Oops!
Should the sheets become mixed up while out
of the rings, they can easily be re-ordered
using the small numbers at the top left on one
side of every page.
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General Hint

Heinz brands and Ford vehicles appear with the kind permissions of their
respective owners.
Drumond Park is a registered Trade Mark of Alexander Duncan and Claire
McCool. Link LOGO is produced under Licence from Drumond Developments
Limited and is manufactured and distributed by TOMY UK Co., Ltd.
©2022 Drumond Games Ltd.
Colour and contents may vary from those shown.
Please retain this information for future reference.
Made in China.

See more great games at

www.drumondpark.com

TOMY UK Co., Ltd.
Hembury House, Exeter, EX2 5AZ, UK
TOMY France Sarl (EU).
CS70358, 74164 Archamps, France

T73295EN
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5. Open the case and stand it up,
6. Join the covers
with the cover outsides facing each
together with
other and the rings uppermost.
the fixing piece.

Ref No.

Say out loud what you are seeing in the
pictures, it is odd, but this can often help to
solve the link, when sitting silently just doesn’t
get it done.
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CONTENTS:
1 Cover case with rings
60 Booklet sheets
4 Score pegs
Instructions

Age 12+
For 2 teams
or 2 players

Winning

click

The General Idea

What’s on a Page

Two teams face off across the table to play
Link LOGO. There are three rounds in each turn
as follows:
Round One. Each team tries to find the LINK
between the six large pictures on
their page.
Round Two. The teams ask each other four
questions relating to the PICTURES.

On your page there are:
(a) one LINK Challenge
question to ask about
the six large pictures on
your opponents’ sheet
(a)
then (b) four questions
relating to their PICTURES
(b)
and (c) four questions
relating to their LINK.

Round Three. The teams ask each other four
questions related to the LINK.

The Link Challenge Question

Teams win points for each right answer and
keep score using the pegs on the side of the
game case. The first team to reach an agreed
target (say 60 points) wins.

Getting Ready to Play
Open the plastic case and fold it over to form
a triangle stand to display the playing sheets
on either side. Use the fixing piece to link the
two bottom edges of the case to keep the
stand steady. See diagrams on reverse of rules.
Split into two teams, Team A and Team B.
Team A answers first.
All the sheets should be on one side of the
stand to start, with the number “01” visible on
the top left of the cover – if not, flip all the
sheets over to the other side. Place the stand in
the middle of the table between the teams –
so everyone in each team can see their page.
Put the scoring pegs into the lowest (“0”) slots
for “units” and “tens”. Scoring is like counting move up the “units” slots to reach 9, then
move the “tens” peg up by one space and
the “units” peg back to 0. Agree a winning
total before you start - 60 would mean a short
game, 80 a standard game.

bottom of each Team’s sheet, so they are not
immediately obvious.
After Team A solves their link, or admits they
are stumped, Team B tries to solve their LINK
while Team A tries to beat them to it – again
just for fun – and quietly.
(c)

The question about your opponents’ Six Picture
LINK can sometimes give a hint as to what it is.

Playing the Game

Solving LINKS – this can take a few minutes
and the length of time allowed is generally
agreed by everyone playing. Normally teams
take as long as they need until they have an
answer or agree that they are stumped.
For correctly finding their LINK a team scores
two points. It then scores one more point for
each explanation of how the pictures relate to
the LINK – so a maximum of eight points.

After conferring, a team may make only one
attempt at answering each question - so it
may help for each team to choose a
spokesperson who gives their final answers.

A few cards don’t require an explanation of
the pictures that relate to the link and so only
score two points. These sheets come in pairs
so both teams have the same restricted score
that turn.

ROUND ONE - LINK

If a team cannot work out the LINK, they are
given the complete LINK answer shown in the
pale grey panel at the bottom of their
opponents’ page, and no points are awarded.

To start the game, flip over the first page so
each team can now see its first set of pictures.
Team B reads out the LINK challenge question
for Team A. When they have solved it – or
given up – Team A reads out the LINK
challenge question for Team B.
First Team A must study the set of six large
pictures at the top of their page trying to work
out the link. Team B can see the same pictures
on the row of six below their main large
pictures. Team B should try to work out what
Team A’s link is – but just for bragging rights if
they get it first – but stay quiet and don’t give
Team A any help by blurting out the answers.
The answers to your opponent’s LINK are
printed upside down in light grey at the

ROUND TWO – PICTURE QUESTIONS
These four questions relate to the opponents’
six large pictures.
Team A is asked their four questions, then
Team B is asked their four questions. Each
correct answer is worth ONE point.

ROUND THREE - LINK QUESTIONS
These four questions relate to the LINK you
worked out in Round One.
Team A is asked their four questions, then Team
B is asked theirs. Each correct answer is worth
ONE point.
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